[Sexual dimorphism in the XXI(st) century].
A new definition of sexual dimorphism is required. The divergent biology of the sexes is still largely ignored, overshadowed by sociocultural considerations and confined to its hormonal organizational and activational effects, while the genes unequally expressed by the sex chromosomes play an important role much earlier, after conception, to set the stage and throughout life. These different components have independent and parallel effects that can interact in a synergistic or antagonistic manner on differentiation and response processes to trigger or erase sex-specific differences. The epigenetic marks and machinery represent the perfect tools to keep the memory of which sex is ours from the very beginning of life. Within the context of the developmental origin of adult health and diseases (DOHaD), owing to their flexibility to the environment, epigenetic marks also represent a support to archive the effects of environments during development, according to the sex of the parent, in a sex-specific mode. In all tissues, including gonads and brain, different trajectories of genes and pathways are used at the basal levels and to modulate/dictate responses according to sex and gender. It is urgent to emphasize the need to take into consideration this new knowledge and to apply less sex-biased approaches in research, medicine and society, to enhance women health and well-being. A critical review and realization of gender-specific social constraints, an indeniably but slowly on-going process, should allow us to "set free our sex biology" while detracting the delusion of hierarchy of the complex mechanisms involved.